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Children's Book and Media Review, Vol. 2 [1981], Iss. 9, Art. 1

The BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY CHILDREN'S BOOK REVIEW is intended for those who are
interested in learning about recent children's books, particularly teachers and librarians
who select books for young readers.
We are aware, as you are, that a book review is not infallible. Each is the work of
a person trying to evaluate a book objectively, but the final test must be administered by
the individual reader. We hope our efforts will help give both adults and children that
opportunity to experience more books and reach their own conclusions.
REVIEWERS
The reviewers are primarily teachers and librarians who represent all levels of education from the primary grades through college.
GRADE LEVEL
The approximate grade level of the intended reader is identified in the left margin.
When the reviewer believes that a particular book will appeal to a wide range of readers,
no upper limit is indicated . Many books, including some picture books, find a favorable
reader response far beyond the reading level indicated by the vocabulary, treatment of
subject, or fonmat.
RATING SYSTEM
In order to convey quickly the overall quality of a book, a rating is located immediately under the grade level to the left of each review. The explanation of the
ratings are:

*

Exceptional quality or merit. The asterisk is used sparingly and only in cases
where the book deserves special recognition.

A

Excellence . Books which receive a rating of A will add strength to a l ibrary
and should find wide acceptance among young readers.

B

Recommended for libraries which need additional books in a specific subject area.
Generally books with a rating of B are dependable if not outstanding.

C

Will have appeal for some readers despite significant shortcomings . Should be
purchased only after careful consideration.

NR

Not recommended .

SUBSCRIPTIONS
The BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY CHILDREN'S BOOK REVIEW is printed nine times annually,
onceeachmonth from September through May. Subscription rates are $6.00 per year. Please
address all correspondence to:
Brigham Young University Chi l dren's Book Review
Department of Elementary Education
243 McKay Building
Brigham Young University
Provo , UT 84602
The views expressed in this publication are personal op1n1ons of the
reviewers and are not to be taken as policy statements or endorsements
by The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints or Brigham Young
University.
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Aesop .

Illustrated by Heidi Holder. Auop'4 Fabf.u.
LC 80-26265. $12.95 . 25p .

A
K-4

A whole book devoted to only nine of Aesop's scores of fables? At $12 . 95 for
the volume , that comes to almost $1 .50 per fable . The econ~-minded should purchase
a complete but cluttered collection . But for those who value breathi ng space and a
vacation for the eyes, Heidi Holden's lavishly illustrated work is worth a second look .
Her ri chly detailed ink and watercolor drawings invite one to linger and savor. The
same invitation is extended by the entire book. Wide margins, thoughtful spacing of
text, heavy stock , fine binding , regal jacket--everything blends together in a quality
coffee-table book for children . Simply lovely .--J .J.

Alexander, Lloyd.

We6~.

Dutton Press, 1981.

Viking Press, 1981.

ISBN 0-670-10643-7 .

ISBN 0-525-42335-4 . LC 80-2242 . $10.25 . 184p.

Trouble was brewing in Westmark. The king, grieving over his lost daughter, more or
less turned over the affairs of state to a scheming chief minister named Cabbarus. As a
result, the entire country suffered under his capricious and unjust decrees . Theo, a
peace-lovinQ printer ' s apprentice , became a criminal when he ran afoul of Cabbarus' law
and went on the lam where he teamed up with some of society ' s flotsam and jetsam-- a
self-proclaimed doctor with various aliases and hi s dwarf servant . The three became four
when joined by a waif named Mickle.
Cabbarus' goal is to gain control of the kingdom. Not much threatens his purposes
except the court physician, an underground group of rebels, and eventually the news that
the king ' s daughter still lives .
What happens in this complex plot is not fully resolved even at the book ' s end.
A
Cabbarus is dethroned when it is discovered that Mickle is the king's lost daughter and
5-10 that he failed in his attempt to kill her as a young child . He is banished, but he still
lives . The rebels have not yet played their hand . And while a momentary peace has
settled, resolutions are not yet achieved.
Alexander's skill is evident as one rereads the story and looks at the fully developed
characters, the finely tuned plot and the polish which shows on every page . The issues
in thi s work are perhaps harder hitting than in previous books : injustice, the abuse of
power, the sinister plans of men who pretend to be one thing and are actually another,
and the internal battles we face when it is evident that despite our des i res to be pacifists we find in our hearts a strong penchant for revenge.
Explaining or categori zing thi s book is a difficult task, for i t contains a full dose
of the stuff of life . What one can do best upon finishing it i s ponder impatiently for
the next title in the series .--J .S.
Arnosky, Jim. F~~ F~h and Fi4king .
81-12520. $8.95. 62p .

A
3-6

De~.

Dodd, Mead &Company, 1981 .

LC

ISBN 0-396-07971-7.

LC 81-2602 .

Mute De~ follows the life of a doe from the birth of her first young until the fawn
has grown . She has to defend her fawn from bobcats, coyotes, and other dangers. In
addition to the problem of survival, the author includes many facts about mule deer : how
deer can jump 20 feet, why the fawns have spots and the reason they disappear, what deer
eat, and why they have four stomachs .
·
This informative book is well-written and filled with fine black-and-whi te photographs ,
even the child who has not learned to read can enjoy the many pictures of mule deer.--S .B.

Bell, Nei ll . The Book 06 Wh~e. o~ How to be N~y
1982 . ISBN 0-316-08830-7 . $8 . 95 . ll9p .

A
3+

ISBN 0-590-07799-6.

A primer for the budding f i sherman, this thin book should exci te young fishermen as
well as kindle an interest in fishing for those who have never been involved in the sport .
Arnosky is a seasoned fisherman who outlines the basics (differences between freshwater
and saltwater fish; characteristics of the freshwater fish) includes the necessary
(how to bait hooks; procedures for cleaning fish), and remains practical ("Bring your
binoculars along. You'll be surprised at how far you can travel between bites.").
The illustrations are good, the directions for making lures are easy to follow, and
the overall effect is delightful . --M.R.

Bare, Colleen Stanley. Mule
$6.95. 56p.

A
2-5

Four Winds Press, 1982.

Geog~hic .

Little, Brown, and Company,

Bell covers the usual geographical material in his book : city maps, scale, United
States geography, world geography, and oceans. The difference is how he does it. Beginnin~
with a "fly's eye" map of the kitchen, he presents the reader with unusual and thoughtprovoking viewpoints. He takes the reader from the top of the Golden Gate Bridge to the
corner of Spaghetti Road and Bacon Street trying to discover what is common in the geography
of Alaska and Hawaii (volcanos are about it) . "The World Famous Mr. Mercator and his
Fabulous Magi c Show" presents globes and how mercator projections are made .
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infonmation
to spruce
up their
programs, and
Teachers will Children's
find a wealth
students {even those who thi nk the Philippines is a rock group) wi ll find a book to take
them "around the world in ll9 pages . " Simple 1ine illustrations help t o explai n i deas
while providing some additional fun along the way . --A .S.
Berger, Terry . Ben'4 ABC Day. Photographs by Alice Kandell .
ISBN 0-688-00882-8. $9 . 50. Unpaged.

Lothrop, Lee &Shepard, 1982 .

"A awakening." The accompanying photograph shows dark-haired preschool-age Ben
yawning from his bed. "B brushing. " Still pajama-clad, Ben is with his toothbrush at the
A
bathroom sink working up a toothpaste lather. Ben's day, and the rest of the alphabet, conPre- tinue through eating , helping, _licking, questioning, shopping, undressing, and final l y see
him back in bed again : "Z zzzzzzzz . "
2
The format for an ABC book is fresh, sequenti al and logical. Ben's activities are
largely familiar to young children, and the book has a completeness--beginning and ending
with bed--that is comforting and reassuring. A clever, appealing book.--J .J.
Bunting, Eve. D~ and the Golden Goblet. Illustrated by Michael Hague.
Jovanovi ch, 1980. ISBN 0-15-223186-2. $8 . 95 . Unpaged .

A
5-9

Harcourt Brace

Eve Bunting spins a poignant tale of a pri nce who l oved the sea, but whose duty to his
father , the King, prevented him from actually experiencing the joy he dreamed of in the
depths of the ocean .
The real conflict for the prince came when he discovered that even as a king he could
not give himself permission to explore the sea . Seeking to experience it through a young
diver's eyes he discovered that what the boy saw as he dove were dreams for his poor family:
a better boat for his father, a goat for his mother, and a leakless roof for their house.
His wants were more unselfish than the king's, who wished only to satisfy his own desires .
Finally the king realized that he could not buy the secrets of the sea, and perhaps he
realized that his yearning to lose himself in the undersea world could never be realized
because of a higher obligation as a servant of his people .
In a tale well told, Bunting's rich and poetic descri ptions of the beauty of the world
beneath the water would make swimmers of us all . Hague's i llustrations intensify the
story with the abundance of finely detai led undersea plant and animal l ife.--L .H .

Burns, Marilyn. Math 6o~ S~ PaKt4 . Illustrated by Martha Weston .
Company, 1982. ISBN 0-316-11738-2. $8.95 . 128p.

Little, Brown, and

What exactly is a mathematical smarty pants? In Marilyn Burns ' eyes it could be anyone, especially the unsuspecting 8 to 12 year old who opens thi s book. She honestly
believes that everyone {yes, even math haters) can enjoy and like math.
This book takes up where The 1 Hate Mathematie6 Book {Burns ' earlier title in this
series) left off. From Speedo Multiplication to Statistical Stuff, she brings fresh l ight
to a sometimes dismal mathematical world. The emphasis here i s on practicality and enjoyment. We all know how to play tic, tac , toe, but we haven't really played until all four
new versions have been tried. Burns has a way of getting kids to stretch their brains and
have fun at the same time {and you thought they were mutually exclusive) . She is convincing
in living up to her promise that " • . . there are many ways to be smart when i t comes to
mathematics, and this book will tell you about all of them. "--A. S.
{F.ditor ' s Note: Fran t ime to time we mention titles which are not new but deserve further
attention . The BROWN PAPER SCHOOL SERIES--the above titl es by Burns and Bell are a part
of this group--is a consistentl y splendid non-fiction name which helps teachers as wel l as
students become interested and competent .in a variety of subj ect areas. All titles are
produced by the Yolla Bolly Press in Covello, California, and distributed by Li ttle , Brown
and Company . A complete listing of the books in this series follows . Each is highl y
recommended for school and public library purchase. )
Allison, Linda . Blood and Guts: A Working Guide to Your Own Insides.
-~~· The Reasons for Seasons, The Great Cosmic Meoaqa 1acti c Tri p ~l ith out Moving From
Your Chair.
Bell, Neill. TheBookof Where, Or How to be Naturally Geographi c.
Burns , Mari lyn. The Book of Think, Or How to Solve a Problem Twi ce Your Si ze.
. Good For Me, All About Food in 32 Bites .
- - - . I Am Not a Short Adult, Getting GoOd at Beina a Kid .
. The I Hate Mathematics Book.
- - - . Math For Smarty Pants.
. This Book is About Time .
~Jo~b~b-,~J~amie . The Night Sky Book, An Everyday Guide to Everx Night.
Schneider, Tom. Everybody's a Winner, A Kid's Guide to New Sports and Fitness .
Walther, Tom. Make Mine Music .
Weitzman, David. My Backyard History Book.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol2/iss9/1
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Brown Paper School books available April, 1982.
Uncle Wizard's Mad Manual, Or How to Think Like a Scientist, Linda Allison
Only Human: Why We Are the Way We Are, Neill Bell (anthropology)
Cobb, Vicki. How to Really Fool Yo~el6. Illustrated by Leslie Morrill. J. B. Lippincott,
19B1. ISBN 0-397-31907-X. $8.89. 142p.
Known for her engaging books about science (SCIENCE EXPERIME~TS YOU~~ EAT), Cobb's
newest creation is a veritable small encyclopedia of "illusions for all your senses." In
less than two pages for each activity, she describes scores of experiments to prove that
what we see, hear, taste, touch. and smell is not always what it appears to be.
The tricks played upon our senses run the gamut from Aristotle (who discovered how we
can feel two noses on our face despite our knowledge that the quota is one each) to
A
4-12 culinary surprises (how to get plain water to taste sweet) to modern magic (making a match
move through steel). The descriptions are complete, varied and intriguing. Only the most
disciplined reader can press forth without trying to get that drawing of a bird into the
cage next to it (afterimage) or ignore the paragraph which explains why the full moon
appears bigger on the horizon than it does_when high overhead (relationship) . This book
is simply chock full of interesting material which can delight even when read in random
order.--J.J.
Cone, Ferne Geller. ~Y ~cheting.
0-689-30867-1. $11.95. 101p.

A

3+

7-9

ISBN

The photographs in Cone's how-to book are of children and the text is written so that
children can comprehend the material and follow the instructions. The content, however,
is for people of any age who want to learn the basics of crocheting (including how to
whittle a very servtcable crochet hook from a wooden dowel) and then soar with their skill,
making crabs, pitchers, finger puppets, a plate holding a glass of milk and chocolate chip
cookies, a strawberry ice cream cone, and a host of other useful and non-useful items.
The casual, breezy style inspires confidence while providing clear instructions and
pleasurable reading. Appropriate for crocheters of all skill levels, including the complete
novice. An index is appended. --J.J.

Farley, Carol.

B+

Illustrated by J. Morton Cone. Atheneum, 1981.

T~kt .W4ve4.

Antheneum. 1981.

ISBN 0-689-30842-6 . $8.95. 131p.

What Carol Farley says in Twilight Waves is fine, but it seems to me she takes a long
time saying it. Maybe it does give the reader time to struggle with Browning in his
search for his father and sense of self.
Browning Wild's father died before he was born. His mother soon dies. He knows
nothing of his father's family . He's been raised by his Great Gram. This summer Browning
is going with Mrs. Hudson on vacation to Seagulls Point on Lake Michigan to babysit fouryear-old Gavin. He suggested the spot to get a chance to try to learning something about
his father. All Browning has of his father is a newspaper clipping about James Edward
Carrington going down with Neptune II in a storm on the lake.
What Browning learns about his father is disappointing, but Mrs. Hudson and the
9orritys who own the resort help him learn that it takes more than biological happenings
to create the strong webs he desires with people, that Gavin and Mrs. Hudson and Gram were
the people who mattered, the ones he loved.--E.W .

Herman, Charlotte. ~hat Happen~d to
42455-5. $9.95. 192p.

H~~

Hopkowitzt Elsevier-Dutton, 1981.

ISBN 0-525-

Although Jewish, Heather has not been raised in an Orthodox home . She has not thought
much about religious rituals until her parents leave her with the Greenwalds while they
take a Caribbean cruise. The Greenwalds' joyful celebrations of the Sabbath and other
Jewish holidays reawaken pleasant memories of times Heather had with her own grandparents.
She decides to rededicate herself to Orthodox Judaism.
The problem is that Heather's mother thinks the whole business of separate cooking
dishes, separate silverware, and kosher food is a waste of time. When her parents return,
AHeather practically starves to death and becomes an expert at te1ling lies as she tries
9-12 to keep her religious conversion from her family and her friends. Finally she talks to
a boy who has gone against the wishes of his family to keep the Shabbos and attend -the
synagogue and decides she's tired of her secret existence. When Heather tells of her
conversion, predictably her mother is unhappy. But the situation is resolved happily for
both Heather and her parents.
The characterization is well done. Heather has a delightful sense of humor portrayed
through her narration of her own story. Readers, Jewish and non-Jewish, wil l be inspi red
by one teenager's efforts to discover her own spiritual roots and live by them.--L.H.
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Hughes, Dean . Honehtty, My~n .
30881-7. $9 .95. 149p.

A

4-8

Illustrated by Martha Weston. Atheneum, 1982.

. When Myron's teacher p:esented a lesson on Abraham Lincoln and honesty, the message
h1t home hard . Myron re~l1zed he had not been completely honest, and something must be
done. From now on, noth1ng but pure truth would come from his lips. Absolute and total
honesty would be his unyielding standard.
The trouble started almost immediately. People did not view his efforts toward truth
as . no~le ~ut as.rude and insulting. For the first time in his l ife, he ended up in the
pr1nc1pal s off1ce. Duri ng recess Benny· did not appreciate being told about the certain
odor which followed him, and Myron ended up on the wet grass nursing a stinging ear. Soon
everyone was involved, including people he did not know. like the school board and even the
media. Incredibly, he found himself being interviewed on T.V. "I've never seen anything
that seems to get so many people upset as telling the truth. I just started it a few days
ago, and I'm al ready on national television ."
As exaggerated as the situation becomes, Hughes holds the story together with humor
and Myron's singleminded, iron-clad logic . Everything fits together very nicely at the
end, including Myron's public redemption and his gnawing feeling that he stil l has something to learn about this honesty business . --J.S.

Isenhart, Hans-Heinrich. A 1)uci.Ung 14 Bolllt. PhotographedbyOthmar Baumli .
Group, 1979. ISBN 0-399-20778-3. $9 .95. 40p .

A
K-3

Four Winds Press, 1981.

ISBN 0-590-07820-8.

When Louie is sad because the neighborhood kids call his father "the junkman," his
dad goodheartedly scoffs at their misunderstanding. The discarded items around their place
aren't junk. With a little imagination, they can take someone right out of this world.
Mom, Dad and Louie start putting things together, and the next morning Louie and his friend
Susie board the contraption and blast off into space. They view the world from galactic
distance, encounter new planets, survive a rock storm, and rescue some of their friends
who also manage to get aloft but run into trouble. When they return, Louie tells his
friends about the adventure and they now want to take off.
While the message (the power of imagination) at times gets heavy-handed, the story
holds together. The art is innovattve a la Keats . His swirling oil backgrounds and
collage technique (this time photographs--junk objects, the planet earth, rocks and skyscrapers) result in striking views of the world and outer space. Worth the trip.--J.J.

Levy, Elizabeth. Come Out Smiting.

C
6-8

Putnam Publishing

In simple yet clear prose accompanied by engaging photographs, the birth of a duckling
is traced from the meeting of his parents to a family swim with his six siblings. The
text, translated from German, treats the subject with dignity, is specific and yet easy
to understand. Perhaps the main appeal of this straightforward book lies in the memorable
full-color photography. The photos are not only high quality, but also are artistically
arranged and compelling, particularly the sequence showing the development of the embryo.
Cut-away eggs reveal exactly what is happening during the four-week gestation period whi le
the text points out small but visible developments like the formation of a retina, the
beginning of an ear , and the hard, diamond-shaped growth on the end of the duckling's bill
which will be used to break through the shell.
The result of this thoughtful preparation is an informational book which offers a sense
of discovery, not simply a method of instruction. The format identifies the book as
appropriate to use in the primary grades, but it would appeal to chi l dren well beyond those
years.--J.J.

Keats, Ezra Jack. Reg~ to the Man in the Moon.
$12.95. Unpaged.

A
K-2

ISBN 0-689-

Oelacorte Press, 1981.

ISBN 0-44D-01378-X.

$8.95.

187p.

This book depends too much on sex to recommend it--and I am not panning the theme,
which is lesbianism. What I object to i s the constant sexual discussion, contemplation,
and fascination that crops up in every chapter. If teenagers really have such a fi xation
these days, it may be because of books like this--and worse ones, of course--though I
frequently wonder if the kids themselves don 't get as tired as I do of having to wade
through this stuff.
The factor that saves the book from an "NR" rating is that it does have a smattering
of characterization and a plot that could carry on without the objectionable material :
Jenny Mandel, in her fourth year of Suiiiiier camp, discovers that her "favorite counselor
is queer " and it's a difficult fact for her to deal with. In short, this is not an
outstanding work of fiction nor an excellent psychological novel, but neither is it overly
harmful. On a scale of black to white, this book is pale gray.--T .H .

Lobel, Arnold.

Uncle Elephant.

Harper &Row, 1981.

ISBN 0-06-023980-8. $7.89. 64p.

Because he had a sore throat and a runny trunk, the l ittle elephant did not accompany
his parents the day they went sailing and were lost at sea. All alone, l ittle elephant
sat in his room with the curtains closed. The door opened. Uncl e Elephant introduced
himself and soon tnvited his nephew to come for a visit.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol2/iss9/1
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In nine s~ort chapters, the two return on the train to Uncle Elephant's home, discover
an almost-mag1c lamp, trumpet the dawn together, tell a story, sing a song Uncle Elephant
composed, and enjoy the good life. All ends well when Mother and Father Elephant are
found, and Uncle Elephant takes his nephew back home wit~ a solid promise the two will see
each other often.
~obel's deceptively simple prose is a jewel. He loads the story with a wide range of
f~el1ngs--alonen~ss, compassion for a spider, adjustment to old age, comfort during sadness,
b1ttersweet part1ng, and much more . Careful and loving craft offers young readers success
at decoding while providing a comforting, endearing experience which gets better at each
rereading.--J.J.

McDearmon, Kay.

A-

2-4

Foxe4.

Dodd, Mead &Company, 1981.

McDearmon's book on foxes is easy to read and is i llustrated with black-and-white
photographs. The reader learns about the four types of foxes in the United States, their
life cycle, eating habits, and places of habitation. McDearmon presents some of the
folklore and legends that have been built up around this creature: how the fox eludes
the hunters, why foxes are used in fables, and why they have the reputation for being
clever and sly.
This work of non-fiction is for all young readers interested in animals. The information is accurate and is presented in a way to make Foxes a welcomed selection.--J.J.

Pellowski, Anne. Willow Wind F~: BetAy'~ Sto~.
1981. ISBN 0-399-20781-3. $8.95. 176p.

C
1-6

ISBN 0-396-07972-5. $5.95. 61p.

Illustrated by Wendy Watson.

Like Wilder's Little House books, Pellowski deals with the ordinary, everyday
experiences of country living . Among other activities, the family with ten children
pick blackberries, name the calves, play games in the moonlight, celebrate Christmas, and
have a family orchestra.
While the events of the story have good potential, the excitement is missing and many
of the incidents do not become memorable. Perhaps they could have taken on life if the
characters did, but for the most part they remain wooden. The reader needs to know more
about what they are thinking and feeling. Aside from some surface feelings of the family,
Pellowski tells us only what happens.
Another problem is that some of the incidents are not told in a satisfying way. When
baby Kristine is lost until 2:00 a~m., the intensity of her plight does not register.
When Grandma's pills are missing, some curiosity is aroused but the reason why one of the
girls took them is never mentioned. Though Mom announces that she knows what happened,
the reader never does. Unfortunately the reader does not get a feeling of being there
and is only too ready to put the book down unfinished.--L.H.

Poynter, Margaret. Too Fw Happy En.d.Ur.g~: The. VdenMl o6 .the HWIIIllle. So&e.ti.e4.
ISBN 0·689-30864-7. $8.95. 127p.

A
9+

Atheneum, 1981.

To most youngsters the dog catcher is a primal villain who gets his kicks from capturing innocent, gamboling pups and caging them in 2 x 2 foot wire enclosures to wait, crying ,
until their masters come, pay a whopping fine and take them home to live happily ever
after. Not quite true says Margaret Poynter, who has written a juvenile version of the
currently stylish exposure book with somewhat more research than many and with a more
important theme than most.
Although the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) was
organized in 1866 to alleviate the sufferings of horses at the hands of thoughtless or
cruel owners (it later included smaller animals) , the present status of domestic pets
is questionably improved over those days. Poynter has carefully documented her appalling
statisttcs (90 million puppies and kittens born per year in the U.S., 1 out of every 10
to be raised in a home) with matter-of-fact horror histories gleaned from animal shelters
across the country, including the fates of animals "set free" by witless owners, lost pets
unclaimed, and those stolen for purposes of exhibition fighting and experimentation.
Poynter is no bleeding heart, but she slants her facts to support rational prevention of
unwanted animals by spaying and humane control of wandering pets.--J.F.

Russo, Susan. Joe'~> Jwtk..
Unpaged (27p).

A
2-5

Philomel,

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1982.

ISBN 0-03-061264-0.

$10.25.

Joe was not your ordinary kid, nor your run-of-the-mill junk collector. He not only
had a spectacular collection of unbelievable scope but he was an outstanding inventor as
well . That is, his inventions truly did stand out, such as a new breed of family pet
guaranteed not to shed nor eat too much . Unfortunately, his room, which served both as
the warehouse where he stored hts vast inventory of trash and the laboratory from which
his creative endeavors emerged, stood out too. It had begun to smell like "a cross
between sour milk and dinosaur breath." His parents had given Joe an ultimatum--"Clear
it up or clear out!" When his long-suffering dog moved out and when Joe was unable to
find parts he needed for his inventions amidst all the clutter, he realized that his
parents and the pooch were probably right. Everything would have to go !
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Joe's "Sale of the Century" didn't attract the usual garage-sale types
glad. He could tell that his junk was going to good homes when he saw the
his customers were pulling and recognized the far-away look in their eyes.
Joe's empty room gave him a creepy _feeling--for a very short time.
Inveterate collectors will identify with the agony Joe felt in parting
treasures and the ecstasy which replaced it when he suddenly realized that
room just begging to be filled.--A.M.
Sadler, Catherine Edwards. Two ChineAe FamitieA.
ISBN 0-689-30865-5. $9.95. 7lp.

A

3+

with his
he had an~

Illustrated by Alan Sadler. Atheneum, 1981.

Few books on modern China are ambivalent; they all seem to be pro-China or anti-China.
The Sadlers, with text by Catherine and photographs by Alan, have produced a factual
account of two Chinese families in 1979. Younger children will enjoy the stories and
pictures,and high school students will find a great deal of useful current information
about China.
Illustrated by some of the most charming photographs in recent times, the stories of
two Chinese families center upon their hope·s , dreams and aspirations. The reader is left
with a warm feeling. This book would be an asset to any library.--T.K.H.

Slote, Alfred.

A5-9

and Joe was
broken wagons

Rabbit

~.

J. B. Lippincott, l9B2.

ISBN 0-397-31989-4. $8.89.

110p.

Tip O'Hara had been an outstanding pitcher in the baseball league for 12 and 13 yearolds. In that league both the players and the spectators were expected to refrain from
shouting and jeering at the pitcher, so he had been able to concentrate. When he moved up
to play with the 14 year-olds, though, it was a completely different ball game. While
the league officials didn't necessarily approve of heckling, they allowed it to happen as
they realized the players would need to become accustomed to it if they were to be
successful in later years .
Tip found it impossible to ignore the taunts and it hadn't taken opposing teams long
to discover that Tip had "rabbit ears" and was easily rattled. It was because of his
"rabbit ears" that Tip became known as a rather ordinary left fielder instead of a really
good pitcher. He almost had himself convinced that he was happy in left field. At least
it was quiet and peaceful.
The time arrived, however, when the team desperately needed Tip to pitch. The coach
and all the players did everything they could to help him overcome his problem but he
failed again. This time Tip decided to quit baseball. Surprisingly, it was Tip's musical
younger brother who helped him to finally solve his problem and at the same time opened
up a pretty exciting new world to him. Sports-minded junior high students will enjoy this
one.--A.N.

Thorn, John. P~ Football'4 Ten
$10.95. 208p.

~eh~

Game4.

Four Winds Press, 1981.

ISBN 0-590-07788-0.

r~ot particularly for the uninitiated, this play-by-play compilation of red-1 etter
games in the NFL is sure to draw dedicated football fans strongly and steadily. Former
Steeler quarterback Terry Bradshaw sets the mood for reliving the games in the foreword
where he explains that football is different from other team sports because it depends
upon everyone. "In a sense, there are no individual accomplishments at all in football,
nothing like a home run or a long jumpshot. " It is the "sense of teamness" which Thorn
captures in his descriptions of the games, and which (in familiar soorts overstatement)
Amakes the book "better than be.ing there--it's like viewing the game films with the
5-12 coach at your side.''
Some may dispute Thorn's choices of the ten best games, but the adrenelin starts to
flow as he sets the stage for each of the contests and moves smoothly yet dramatically
through the plays and scores of outstanding games played between 1933 and 1979. A working
knowledge bf football terminology is helpful, and at times necessary, in order to visualize
the gridiron action.
Anyone who asks, "How could a book describing old football games be exciting?" will
probably be happier reading something else. But for those who enjoy the game even slightly,
Thorn has compiled a treat.--J.J.

Wallin, Luke. The Redneck
245p.

A

6+

Poaeh~'4

Son.

Bradbury Press, 1981.

ISBN 0-87888-174-3.

$8.95.

Jessie Watersmith, a sixteen-year-old boy raised in the Alabama swamp, helped his
family poach deer, run a trap line, collect fish from the pond with a net, and make
illegal whiskey . But at the end of his busy day, he wondered what life was like outs i de
the swamp. Conflict with his family arose when Jessie eagerl y took a job at a sawmill in
a nearby town. It did show him the world beyond the swamp, but didn't a~d his effort~ to
free himself from his past life and clinging family. He tried to free h1mself f:om h1s
dominating and villainous father, but his father and brothers refused to leave h1m alone
and tried to ruin the progress he had achieved. Jessie had a lot of pressure on him from
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his family but he didn't let it stop him. He still planned to attend school the coming
fall, keep his job, and try and develop the already-established relationship with Red, t he
mill owner's daughter .
This fast moving adventure shows how tension can build up inside a young boy trying to
better himself. As two opposite lifestyles come into conflict. a decision has to be made
and the choice is not easy. --M.R.
Windsor. Patricia . ~ T~.

B

6+

Harper & Row. 1980.

ISBN 0-06-026550-7. $8.79.

18Bp.

Tristram Tarver. Sam for short, didn ' t want to leave New York City to l ive in Galeville.
He liked the smell of diesel buses. the sirens. the horns. the crowds, the corner deli .
But Galeville proved more exciting than he dreamed. Was he only dreaming. or did he hear
footsteps in the hall of the musty old house Duncan. his father, had bought to get away
from the city to "simplify" his life by getting back to nature. And was there really a
woman lying cold and quiet next to him in bed? And were those animals--or something else-walking in the oak grove that surrounded the house, alone on the mountain and separated
from the new subdivision at the foot of the hill? And why did Crew. the most influential
boy in school and son of the richest family in town seem so anxious to make him one of the
"in" crowd and a member of the exclusive "Union"?
But Killing Time isn't about wasting it. It is turning back time to the "old ones,
shifting restlessly beneath the soi 1, wanting to come out." It would soon be time to bring
them back. One. who had read the old book in the damp cellar. had been chosen by the
Druid to bring back the souls. But the Tarvers had moved into the old house, the Druid's
temple. And they must be made to go.
The story makes a compelling mystery for both Sam and the reader. But be advised that
the nruids practiced human sacrifice. Although no ritualistic killing succeeds here.
there is some violence, a little teenage drinking and drugging. and some crude language
sprinkled gratuitiously here and there.--B.H.

RELATIVELY NEW RECOJot!ENDED MAGAZINES
Cobblestone. Cobblestone Publishing. Inc.
The kid's history magazine . Sticks strictly to United States History. Chooses one subject
a month (the Alamo, World War I, Grain) in a wide variety of fiction and non-fiction
articles. Includes many games and activites. along with photographs. 12 issues ($16.50)
Odyssey. AstroMedia Corp.

Full color.

A complete coverage of space. Features range from recent discoveries on Mars to the space
shuttle. to the death of the dinosaurs (was there an astronomical explanation? ) . Regular
columns include "Pi,oneers.of Astronomy" and "Find the Stars and Planets" plus games and
puzzles. 12 issues ($15.00)
Penny Power. Consumers Union
Kids are consumers. PennyPowerseeks to make them responsible ones . Reviews the best and
worst in soda pop. designer jeans. models, games •••• Objective. readable. thoughtful.
Includes poster, games, activities, reader responses. etc. 6 issues ($7.50)
3.2.1.Contact. 3.2.l.Contact
A spin-off of the Children's Television Workshop series. Covers all areas of science from
animals to geology to human biology. Includes pictures. questions from readers (How do
scientists know what colors dinosaurs were?), and answers. Reviews new books and lists
give-away addresses. Appealing colorful layout. 10 issues ($10.95)
PLAYS
Van Tassel. Wesley. The~ l~te. Modern Theatre for Youth, Inc. $2 . 00 per copy; Musical
Score: $15.00 (rental fee) Royalty: $25 . 00. Music and Lyrics by Mark Ollington.
This offering in the commedia delle arte style has some fun elements to it . The plot
is simple: A group of players enter the performing area and introduce themselves (via a
rather dreadful series of song lyrics) and then decide to put on one of the plays in their
supposed repertoire for the available audience. They spend quite a few moments at t he
beginning of the play establishing their "troupe" status, but the end of the play comes
almost immediately after the end of their story (with very little of the same troupe
feeling being allowed to resurface).
In a typical commedia format, two young lovers are shipwrecked wi th their fathers, and
a magical bad guy does all he can to confuse the issue, with a basic happy ending occurring
C+/8- finally somewhere near the last few pages of the play. Somewhat tri te fare, but very
K-6 workable if done in congruence with the true commedia technique.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1981
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The eight musi ca 1 numbers run the garrMJt from ho-hum romance ("We Agree on Lots of
Things"} to vaguely clever ("Artificial Inspiration") to appalling ("Goodbye to the Magic
Island"). In the reading conte~t. none of them do much of anything in the way of furthering the plot or adding to the commedia feeling . Once again, Van Tassel's script might be
stronger without Ollington's musical attempts .
The play is full of little magical goodies like flashpots and magic doggeral (the
former fine if well-placed; the latter horribly written). It might make a good vehicle
for students of commedia to present to younger audiences to expose them to this very
different theatrical style.-R.O .

Books in this issue are from the followi"ng pullltsb.ers:
ATHENEUM. 122 E. 42nd Street, New Vor~ Ctty, NV 10017
BRADBURY PRESS, INC. 2 Overh.ill Road, Scarsdale, NV 10583
DELACORTE PRESS. 1 Dag Hanmarskjold Plaza, New Y'ork City, NY 10017
DODD, MEAD & CO. 79 Madiosn Avenue, New York City, NY 10017
E. P. DUTTON . 2 Park Avenue, r~ew York Cfty, NY 10016
FOUR WINDS PRESS. 50 W. 44th Street, New York City, NY 10036
HARCOURT BRACE JOVANOVICH, INC . 757 Third Avenue, New York Cfty, NY 10017
HARPER &RO~ PUBLISHERS. 10 E. 53rd Street, New York City, NY 10022
HOLT, RINEHART & WINST~, INC . 383 Madi'son Avenue, New York City, NY 10017
J. B. LIPPINCOTT . E. Washington Square, Philadelphia, PA 19105
LITTLE, BROWN & CO . 34 Beacon $treet, Boston, MA 02106
LOTHRUP, LEE &SHEPARD CO., INC. 105 Madison Avenue, New York City, NY 10016
PHILOMEL PRESS . 200 Madison Avenue, New York City, NY 10016
PUTNAM'S SONS. 200 Madison Avenue, New York Ci ty, NY 10016
VIKING PRESS INC. 625 Madison Avenue , New York City, NY 10022
Magazines in this issue are from the following publ i shers :
ASTROMEDIA CORP . P.O. Box 92788, Milwaukee, WI 53202
COBBLESTONE PUBLISHING, INC. 28 Main Street, Peterborough, NH 03458
CONSUMERS UNION P.O. Box 1906, Marion, OH 43305
3. 2. 1.CONTACT Box 2933, Boulder, CO 80322
Plays in this issue are from the following publishers:
MODERN THEATRE FOR YOUTH.

2366 Grandview Terrace, Manhattan , KS 66502
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TIME TO REORDERl

If you would like to subscribe to the Children'·s Book. Review for another year
all you need to do is fill out the coupon below and return it with a check
for $6.00 to :
Brigham Young University Children's Book Review
Department of Elementary Education
247 McKay Bui lding
Brigham Young University
Provo, UT 84602

BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY CHILDREN'S BOOK REVIEW
September 1982 - May 1983
Name -------------------------------------------------------------------------Address ----------------------------------------------------------------------Zip _ _ __
City ---------------------------- State - - - - - - - - Please enclose a check for $6 .00 . Thfs subscription is for (Please check appropriate space) :
Personal use

Junior High School

Elementary School

Hi gh School

Middle School

Other----------
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